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Sr.No. Department Programme Specific Learning Outcomes  

1. M.A (Music )  Gain knowledge on the intricacies of gamak of 

ragas. 

 Attain knowledge in voice culture and selection of 

songs to present stage performormance. 

 Expertise in rendering various musical 

compositions. 

 Become an professional,and pursue higher 

education. 

2. M.A (Sanskrit )  The students would able to understand the secrets 

of Sanskrit literature. 

 Gain competencies and professional skills for 

teaching and conducting research in various field in 

sanskrit grammar,classical sanskrit litrature,vedic 

literature and ancient indian philosophy. 

 Inculcating in students social responsibility though 

sanskrit litrature student becomes responsible 

citizen of nation. 

 Become profiient uses of sanskrit language. 



3. M.A(Sociology )  The course is designed to provide basic and 

advanced theoretical as well a medhodo logical 

knowledge of sociology. 

 To enhance the logical and analytical skill to 

understand the social issues and problems. 

 The post graduate programme in sociology is 

designed to provide advanced sociological 

knowledge,perspectives and skills to wide cross 

section of the learness. 

 To enhance the scientific knowledge and attitude 

about the society. 

 This course has aim to make 

student,rational,logical and critical and to develop 

their analytical skill of the social issues and events. 

4. M.SC 

(Chemistry ) 

 Have sound knowledge about the fundamentals 

and applications of chemical and scientific theories. 

 Become familiar with the different branches of 

chemistry like 

Analytical,orgamic,inorganic,physical,enviornmetal 

and bio chemistry. 

 Acqueres the ability to sy thes.separate and 

characterzise compound using laboratory and 

instrumentation techniques. 

5. M.SC    

(Zoology ) 

 Gain knowledge on animal structure and function 

relationship. 

 Understand the concept of well and its role in 

development and for matico of an embryo 

 Explain the mechanisms which underlie at the 

molecule level. 

 

 

 

 



 

Sr.No.              Research in Music 

1. The research work in music includes Study activity in areas of historical 

musicology,Composition,analysis,music coqnition,along with the studies 

on performance. the program helps students to pursue careers as music 

educators,researchers,musicians and as professional in varied areas of 

music. they can work in a field as a composer, accompanist, music 

author,music school administrator, and music instructor. 

  

The intensive programme is research based and enable students to 

develope intrest and inculcates the ability to undertake research work 

and translate them for application in music arena.the course helps 

students to become independent learness and researches in music. the 

student enhance their skills in music,work on their research,publish 

their findings in journals. students are trained to prepare presentations 

on music and deliver them. 

           Research in Sanskrit 



2.  Creating a sanskrit scholastic community well versed in both 

traditional as well as modern outlook temperament. 

 Become proficient users of sanskrit language create awareness 

about interdisplinary perpective of sanskrit language. 

 Students would be able to acknowledge the sanskrit drama. 

 Students would be able to understand the glorious culture 

heritage of India. 

 Ph.d programme is reaserch on based. Researchess have to deep 

study on certain topic.                                                    

Researchers have to prepare dissertation their under the guidance 

of supervising guide.proadly the outcomes of the programmes are 

as follows. 

 Provide adequate knowledge of sanskrit language which enable 

students to understand sanskrit enviorment and research 

methodology in sanskrit. 

 Gain competecies and professional skills for teaching and 

understanding of research in various areas in sanskrit like 

grammar,classical sanskrit literature,vedic laterature and ancient 

indian philosophy and inderdisciplinary area also. 

 It provides importance of sanskrit literature in various field such 

as in science economics,fine arts etc. 

 


